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In true scholarship claims fail to be considered reliable or factual evidence when referring to a first-hand account, 

if the witness is telling a story to receive funds through organizations, television media, etcetera. Correspondingly, a 

surprising claim to all have been murdered, has been answered with all Jewish people living in Europe and N. Africa 

throughout WWII receiving roughly $1,000 p/month in retribution money from Germany. 
 

In 2017 there remains Jews who were born between 1933-1945 within the 3rd Reich Territory at its max, in the year 1942. 

(incl. N. Africa, if-so residing here for 1 month in 1933, they somehow qualify). This requires current German citizens to deliver 

them a portion of their paychecks.         {reparations of the treaty giving them control of Germany until 2099. More than a few years as well, 

       was always considered unjust, even for your most hated enemies. Once the Jews had the power, they showed no prestige or 

  dignity and  then took the country for over 1 ½ centuries. Hard-working smart people in Germany can produce them much cash} 
 

We're told housing barracks and torture chambers, including hi-tech equipment use as crematories, gas chambers able to 

gas multiple prisoners simultaneously, etcetera, were removed prior to camp visits. (Fact - the Red Cross- performed regular 

inspections).   Afterwards, the Germans simply rebuilt the barracks and re-brought in more prisoners. [Indeed, we’re only 

required to mourn the loss of (the minority) of Jewish prisoners. Perchance, if truly 3–6 million were systematically murdered for contributing as the 

main cause of war, this appears to be far worse than 100+ million Christians losing their lives as a result of 20th century warfare]  
 

We're told Gas Chambers weren't built until war's end, yet succeeded gassing millions. (Impossible, if built a few years earlier).  
 

We're told they practically constructed a new city out in the 

forest by Treblinka, which housed one million prisoners, all 

the soldiers needed, and all the facilities for both. 

(Supposedly. every prisoner was a Jew!).  

  

 However, as the Red Army approached, the Nazi’s 

had applied such a great extent of explosives, (conventional), 

not merely a single small piece of concrete has ever been 

located! Supposedly, the Germans gassed all the prisoners 

and then proceeded to bury them. Afterwards, dug-up all 1 

million & burned them so we can’t find evidence– what?! 
 

There's many more absolutely-ridiculous statements 

involving the so-called Holocaust and events in WWII, but 

we’re never taught about how the unjust war truly began. 

Nor, do our children become educated in the Holodomor, 

or the many other similar events.  

  (including German P.O.W.’s,  Palestinians, etcetera)  
 

On the contrary, when Red Cross employees finally can't 

take the abusive lies and grew the courage in 2012 to 

release the official number of deaths – the world doesn't 

listen. 271,000 – mostly due to ally bombing, and non-jewish. 

Dismantling entire camps & rebuilding in late 1944 at 

wars end??     This, is why no surviving P.O.W.’s  were 

witnesses, to these horrors??      Germany was losing 

territory & short on supplies after 1942. 

  Truth- already being aware the Jewish leaders 

would let everyone else die & only care about themselves; 

not to mention, would exploit this falsely via media – they 

were truly given their very own higher-grade camps with 

luxuries & freedoms the travel; which none of the Christians 

had. Their new stories weren’t even taught until 1948! 

 

          Children in Theresientadt ghetto 



 

 

A photograph of Jewish children in the Theresienstadt ghetto taken during an inspection by the International Red Cross.  

 

Prior to this visit, the ghetto was "beautified" in order to deceive the visitors. Czechoslovakia, June 23, 1944. — Comite 

International de la Croix Rouge…….according to the Holocaust Encyclopedia 

   
 

 Succumbing to pressure following the deportation of Danish Jews to Theresienstadt, the Germans permitted 

representatives from the Danish Red Cross and the International Red Cross to visit in June of 1944. It was all an elaborate 

hoax. The Germans intensified deportations from the ghetto shortly before the visit, and the ghetto itself was "beautified." 

Gardens were planted, houses painted, and barracks renovated…Once the visit was over, the Germans resumed 

deportations from Theresienstadt, which did not end until October 1944.……….Holocaust Encyclopedia  

- I highly doubt the Germans were worrying about paint and gardens directly after D-Day in the west. From this moment on-forward, 

the German military was engulfed in chaos. Additionally, it appears D-Day was part of an elaborate hoax to grant F.D.R.’s loved 

Zionist/Marxist ally Joseph Stalin, more leeway to install communism all throughout east Europe including eastern Germany.  
  

Ron Jones - (aged 96 in 2013) was a prisoner of war in Auschwitz. Ron has personally voiced doubt of the other alleged 

stories of people there, so he should be unbiased. He said, "I was at Auschwitz from October 1943 to January 1945." Ron 

said that prisoners worked 6 days a week and on the 7th, they had a day off with  recreational activities. He said, "On 

Sundays we got to play football and I was the goalkeeper for the Welsh prisoner of war XI. The Red Cross had 

brought us out a set of four football kits, Welsh, English, Scottish and Irish. It was no holiday camp, mind." Ron Jones 

later described his experience, "Life in the [Auschwitz] camp wasn't that bad really. There was the humiliation and the 

lack of food but on the whole life wasn't too bad. The Germans, contrary to what a lot of people think, were pretty good to 

us on the whole. But it was the march that was terrible….    ….Ron was referring to the lack of food nearing wars end 

caused by allied bombing (especially, the supply lines directly to the camps) and the march inward to safe land in 

Germany, as the Russian who refused to free prisoners were moving in.      Below: Plaques at Auschwitz 

 
Did some camps not have one or a few ovens for dead bodies found throughout Europe after a typhoid breakout in the first World War killed 

millions? Besides every cremationist in world states it takes 2 hrs. for 1 body. If 2 are stuffed in: 6 hrs. 1 million were burned in Treblinka at wars 

end. (or throughout entire war). Was Zyklon-B not used for disinfecting prisoner clothes, not gassing millions via bug-spray. The Nazis supplied the 

healthiest camps, more than the rest of the world cared about. The U.S.A. even target the camps supply lines, and then in 1945 imprisoned 1.5 million 

German P.O.W.’s who were never heard from again. We possibly have seen their pictures though, released in 1948 were the first Holocaust pictures? 

 

Simply state the facts, truths, 

& what our eyes clearly 

witness….and say it’s not 

true!   As the Germans 

worked diligently to supply 

the most luxuries camps in 
history…the Antichrist 

delivers stories of barbaric 

torture & genocide.              

No desire for truth or pride 

abides within the Zionists. 

Auschwitz first claim 4 million, total 

Holocaust was 6. Exposed as an obvious 

lie, it was decreased to 1.5. The total 

somehow remains 6 million. Currently, the 

Auschwitz total number of Jewish death is 

1.1 million, which remains a gross 

exaggeration. Furthermore, were any Jews 

systematically murdered upon orders from 

Hitler? (prob. not) 

https://www.ushmm.org/wlc/en/article.php?ModuleId=10005424
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